
Our company is hiring for a chemical process operator. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for chemical process operator

Ability to work as part of a team, being self-motivated, and able to use their
initiative
Follow the general instructions of processing specifications for the process as
supplemented by the specific instructions on operations sheets and method
sheets
Maintain accurate records of production and inspection, including log books
and completed method sheets with all variable processing data recorded as
required
Load, unload work in baskets, barrels, racks, for processing
Clean production parts, barrels, baskets, danglers
Rinse parts after cleaning and verify presence of water break free surface
Adjust processing parameters for the specific chemical process within
allowable limits to achieve acceptable processing results
Remove work pieces from solutions at periodic intervals and observe product
to verify conformance to specifications / remaining time in processing
solution
Rinse and dry work, place work in containers and bake as required
Perform pre-process, in-process, and post-process inspections as required for
particular chemical process

Qualifications for chemical process operator

Example of Chemical Process Operator Job
Description
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Candidates should possess a two year AAS Degree in Process Technology (or
equivalent) and a minimum of 1 year as a Chemical Process Operator in a
relevant field
Minimum Requirements include High school diploma or general education
degree (GED)
Work experience in chemical, pharmaceutical, or industry that complied with
GMP is an asset
Proof of completed Georgia Work Ready Assessment (Applied Math,
Locating Information, and Reading for Information) at any level is highly
preferred
More than 3 years of experience as a Chemical Process Operator in a relevant
field will be considered in lieu of the two year AAS Degree in Process
Technology
High School Diploma, including courses taken in chemistry and math


